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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the effect of commonly
used speech enhancement algorithms in improving
the intelligibility of noisy New Zealand English
speech on native New Zealand English and native
Mandarin listeners at the phonetic level. A phonetic
error analysis was carried out to analyse the errors
made by the listeners from a subjective listening
test to find systematic errors. Results show that
existing speech enhancement algorithms performed
similarly by causing more onset deletion and coda
deletion or insertion than when listening to clean
speech. Overall, the algorithms did not improve
the listeners’ speech intelligibility on the phonetic
level. Although native New Zealand English
listeners always made fewer errors than native
Mandarin listeners, they all made similar onset
and coda errors. The nucleus errors made by the
native Mandarin listeners were mainly caused by
unfamiliarity with the accent.

Keywords: phonetic analysis, Mandarin, non-
native, speech intelligibility, speech enhancement

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech intelligibility indicates how well speech can
be comprehended by listeners. Non-native (L2)
listeners have been known to experience more severe
speech intelligibility degradation than native (L1)
listeners under noise, such as listening or talking in
a noisy environment [1, 2, 3]. To improve the speech
intelligibility of listeners when listening to noisy
speech, assistive listening devices implementing
speech enhancement (SE) algorithms could be used
[4]. While numerous numbers of SE algorithms
have been developed and their performance has been
thoroughly evaluated [5], to date their effect on L2
listeners is not well understood.

Listeners’ speech perception was found to be
influenced by their L1 language due to various
factors such as the contrasts in phonetic familiarity,
lexical structure, and acoustic structure between the
L1 and L2 languages [3, 6]. As reported by the
Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of
China in 2019 [7], there were 703,500 Chinese
students studying overseas and mainly entering
English-speaking countries [8]. Hence, this study
focuses on the perception of English speech by
native Mandarin listeners.

Our previous study [9] investigated the effect of
different SE algorithms on two groups of listeners:
native English listeners residing in New Zealand
as the control group and native Mandarin listeners
residing in Mainland China who have never been
immersed in an English-speaking country as the
experimental group. It was found that all SE
algorithms tested showed little improvement or even
degradation in speech intelligibility compared to
the original noisy speech for both groups, and
the perception gap between the native English and
native Mandarin listeners was not narrowed. So far,
most studies on enhanced speech evaluated speech
intelligibility by the correctness of each word, but
none has investigated the response error pattern at
the phonetic level. To ensure the corpus is in
the L1 language of the control group, the previous
study used a corpus in New Zealand English (NZE),
despite most students in Mainland China leant
General American (GenAm) or British English at
school [10]. Therefore, NZE is considered less
familiar to the Mandarin participants and the effect
of using NZE corpus in such listening tests remains
unknown. NZE shares the same vowel system as
other non-rhotic standard varieties of English such
as Received Pronunciation, which consists of eleven
monophthongs plus a neutral schwa [11], but differs
from other non-rhotic varieties for the /I, e, i:, æ/
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vowels [12]. Despite NZE being less commonly
used, 35% of the international students in New
Zealand were imported from Mainland China [8],
showing that NZE is used and can be understood
by a part of the local Mandarin speakers in noisy
environments.

The current study analyses the errors made by
the two groups of listeners outlined in [9] for each
phonetic component. The analysis explores the
possible common or unique errors made by each
group and gives a glimpse of the perception of native
Mandarin listeners on NZE.

2. METHODOLOGY

Phonetic level analysis was applied to the results
of two subjective listening tests conducted in [9],
which were 1) the baseline test that evaluated
the clean speech from a NZE corpus by native
Mandarin listeners and 2) the speech enhancement
test that investigated the intelligibility of noisy
speech processed by selected SE algorithms on
native English and native Mandarin listeners. The
response keywords were divided into phonetic
components for marking and the systematic errors
made were analysed. The study was approved by the
University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics
Committee (UAHPEC24202).

2.1. Subjective listening tests

The subjective listening tests were conducted online
where the participants were asked to use their own
headphones and transcribe the stimuli. The speech
intelligibility was evaluated by counting the number
of words correctly answered, which was normalised
by the total number of words. Details of the test
design can be found in [9].

2.1.1. Baseline Test

Nine native Mandarin listeners based in Mainland
China (Cclean group) were recruited. All participants
reported they had learnt or had been learning
American (n = 7) or British (n = 2) English. Each
participant transcribed 48 clean (without any noise
added) English sentences.

2.1.2. Speech Enhancement (SE) Test

Twenty native NZE listeners residing in New
Zealand (NZESE group) and 19 native Mandarin
listeners residing in Mainland China (CSE group,
referred as CC group in [9]) were recruited. All
participants in the CSE group reported have learnt

either British (n = 6) and/or American English
(n = 13). Each participant transcribed 108 noisy
speech sentences, which included six types of
speech: the original noisy speech (before SE
was applied) and the speech enhanced by five
widely used SE algorithms, namely Wiener filter
(WF) [13], subspace (SS) [14], non-negative matrix
factorisation (NMF) [15], Conv-TasNet (Conv) [16],
and complex U-Net (Unet) [17].

2.1.3. Stimuli

To generate the stimuli used in the test, the
Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) [18] sentences from
the Speech Perception Assessment New Zealand
(SPANZ) corpus [19] were used. The corpus is
designed for participants speaking NZE, i.e. the
sentences were recorded in NZE accent and revised
to accommodate commonly used expressions in
New Zealand. According to the description in
the original BKB sentences, it was assumed that
the occurrence of the vowels and phonemes in the
keywords was balanced. Each sentence contains 3 -
4 keywords to be marked; any words other than the
keywords were not marked.

2.2. Phonetic Analysis

The correctness of participants’ responses from the
subjective listening tests was marked manually by
the first author according to the suggestions in the
BKB corpus [18]. All keywords that received
incorrect answers were collected for phonetic
analysis. This is because even though the response
words differed for each participant, the phoneme
they tend to make mistakes on may be the same.

A phoneme that occurs at different locations
can have various pronunciations according to
the surrounding phoneme environments, which is
known as co-articulation [20]. Therefore, recording
the location of the mistaken phonemes can be
crucial for analysing the errors specifically. This
was realised by dividing every syllable into its
phonetic components: onset, nucleus, and coda. For
multi-syllable words, the phonetic components were
numbered to the syllable they were in.

Overall, each word was divided into their
syllables and further divided by phonetic
components. Absence of a component was
recorded as NA. An example is the two syllable
word, “happy” [hæ-pi:], being separated into
onset 1 /h/, nucleus 1 /æ/, coda 1 NA, onset 2 /p/,
nucleus 2 /i:/, and coda 2 NA. Responses with
inconsistent number of syllables compared to that
of the keywords were recorded with the difference
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in the number of syllables, where a positive number
indicates more syllables were answered than that
in the keyword, and vice versa. The phonetic
analysis was applied to the baseline and SE test
results separately. The analysis for the SE test also
recorded different SE algorithms and groups of
participants separately.

This study only investigated the phonemes in
the first two syllables in each word as all of
the baseline test keywords (83.3% mono-, 16.7%
double-syllable) and 98.4% of the SE test keywords
were either mono- (69.4%) or double-syllable
(28.8%). The responses of three-syllable keywords
were excluded as the errors made by the participants
were too few to provide any systematic error, i.e.
all combinations of keyword and error occurred
less than twice. Errors of the same phonetic
component in different syllables were not combined
as the second syllable had a different phoneme error
pattern compared to the first syllable.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the phonetic analysis, common
phonetic errors can be classified into deletion,
missing the whole phonetic component; insertion,
making up non-existing phonetic component; and
substitution, substituting certain phonemes or the
whole phonetic component with other phonemes.
The errors were analysed by each phonetic
component separately and listed in tables. Since
the main purpose of this study is to investigate the
performance of SE algorithms on native Mandarin
listeners, the tables in this paper will focus on the
error occurrence of the CSE group. Table 1 shows the
three most common nucleus errors for the CSE group
for each SE algorithm from the first syllable, where
the corresponding error occurrence of the NZESE
group is also reported. Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the
most common onset, nucleus, and coda errors of all
three groups, respectively, where for the CSE group
only the errors occurred over 15 times are presented
due to space constraint. The onset errors of the Cclean
group are excluded due to the absence of systematic
onset errors, i.e. all combinations of keyword and
error appeared only once.

Errors of the phonetic components were first
analysed for each SE algorithm, but little difference
was found between algorithms. For example, as
shown in Table 1, most of the common nucleus
errors reappear in every algorithm. The unique [/3:/-
/ou/] confusion in noisy speech also occurred in
most SE algorithms for the CSE group (twice for SS
and Unet, three times for WF and NMF). The onset

Table 1: The three most common occurred
nucleus errors for CSE group in the first syllable
for each SE algorithm.

SE Algorithm Nucleus error (CSEcount, NZESEcount)
Noisy eI → aI (7, 3) e → i: (4, 1) 3: → ou (4, 0)
WF eI → aI (7, 7) @ → NA (5, 5) 6→ ou (5, 1)
SS eI → aI (9, 9) e → eI (8, 0) 6→ 2 (5, 0)

NMF eI → aI (9, 10) @ → NA (8, 5) 6→ o: (7, 1)
Conv eI → aI (11, 9) @ → NA (6, 4) e → eI (6, 0)
Unet 6→ ou (7, 0) @ → NA (6, 2) 6→ o: (5, 0)

Table 2: Most frequent onset errors (Cclean group
is excluded as no systematic onset errors).

CSE group Count NZESE group Count
Onset 1 (first syllable)

D → NA 38 D → NA 39
D → h 17 p → NA 15
k → h 16 f → NA 13

p → NA 15 h → NA 13
f → NA 15 p → p l 11

Onset 2 (second syllable)
d → NA 17 l → NA 6
s → NA 17 r → NA 6
l → NA 10 b → NA 5
d → t 9 d → NA 5

r → NA 9 s → NA 5

Table 3: Most frequent nucleus errors.

Cclean group Count CSE group Count NZESE group Count
Nucleus 1 (first syllable)

e → I 9 eI → aI 46 eI → aI 41
2→ æ 7 @ → NA 31 @ → NA 25
e → i: 6 e → eI 26 æ→ a: 14
æ→ e 3 6→ ou 20 æ→ e 11
I@ → i: 3 6→ o: 19 eI → @ 11
ou → o: 2 e → I 17 au → e 11
æ→ 2 2 6→ 2 17 ou → 2 7

eI → aI 2 æ→ e 16 eI → æ 7
2→ a: 2 e → i: 16 u: → i: 7
I → i: 2 3: → u: 16 i: → @ 7
I → 2 2 eI → i: 15 æ→ eI 6

Nucleus 2 (second syllable)
i: → @ 2 @ → NA 65 @ → NA 32

I → NA 21 I → NA 8
i: → I 21 i: → I 7

and coda errors caused by each SE algorithm were
mostly deletion errors, which are not shown in this
paper. The only exception was the /S/-/h/ confusion
in speech enhanced by NMF for the CSE group (n
= 5) in onset. As a result, analysis of aggregated
results from all SE algorithms was conducted.

For common onset errors, as reported earlier,
no systematic errors (n = 1) were found from
the Cclean group. However, for the CSE group,
the occurrence of the most frequent systematic
onset errors increased (n = 39) similar to that of
the nucleus (n = 46) and coda errors (n = 32).
This increase is expected as the consonants at the
beginning of an English word are often voiceless
[21]. Therefore, the onset, especially the onset of the
first syllable, can be masked easily by noise and/or
removed by the SE algorithm. The most frequent
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Table 4: Most frequent coda errors.

Cclean group Count CSE group Count NZESE group Count
Coda 1 (first syllable)

l → t 3 NA → n 32 NA → n 12
NA → d 3 NA → d 20 n t → t 11
t → tS 3 n → NA 15 k → t 8
d → t 2 NA → l 15 NA → d 8

Coda 2 (second syllable)
N → NA 27 N → NA 10
NA → N 18 n → NA 8
n → NA 16 NA → N 8

type of onset error in the CSE group was deletion,
which was the same for the NZESE group, indicating
that the deletion of phonemes is not due to their
language nativity but a consequence of the noise and
SE algorithms.

Many of the frequent nucleus errors made by the
Mandarin listeners (Cclean and CSE groups) can be
explained by the unfamiliarity with the NZE accent,
which are shown in bold in Table 3, including
the well-known centralised /I/, the raised /e/ [11],
and the more recently studied merging [/3:/-/u:/]
[22]. Some vowel confusions may be caused by the
listeners being more familiar with the rhotic GenAm
accent, which is learnt by most of the Mandarin
participants, than NZE accent. For example, the
[/2/-/æ/] confusion can be explained by the fact that
/æ/ in GenAm is usually used as /2/ in NZE; the
[/6/-/o:/] confusion may be due to the fact that NZE
distinguishes /6/ and /o:/ while /6/ and /A/ merged in
GenAm [23, 21]. The most common nucleus errors
in the second syllable were identical between the
CSE and NZESE groups, indicating that under noisy
conditions, even the native listeners have difficulty
distinguishing the vowel lengths between /I/ and /i:/.
Moreover, the schwa in both syllables was ignored
frequently, 96 times by the CSE group, 57 times by
the NZESE group in total, as it is an unstressed vowel
with a very short duration and usually appears in the
unstressed syllable in the corpus, e.g. “along” to
“long”. Hence, it can be easily missed or masked
by noise. All three groups made two common vowel
errors, the [/eI/-/aI/] confusion (e.g. “hay” to “hi”)
and the [/æ/-/e/] confusion (e.g. “bag” to “bed”),
where the latter is regarded as a characteristic of
NZE accent. Both confusions imply that under
noisy conditions, even native listeners encounter
difficulties in distinguishing certain vowel pairs.

As seen in Table 4, the common coda errors from
the Cclean group were mainly substitution errors,
which can be explained by the language structure
of Mandarin in which no obstruent consonant in
the word-final position is allowed [24]. Hence, the
Cclean group may be less sensitive to the word-final
sound even when listening to clean speech. For the
SE test, most coda errors by both groups can be

concluded as deletion or insertion errors. This can
be explained by the same reason for the missing
onset, as the consonants in English at the end of a
word are also mostly voiceless [21]. The NZESE
group showed much fewer coda errors than the CSE
group, which may be because the NZESE group was
able to notice small but significant vowel duration
differences to distinguish voicing minimal pairs
compared to the CSE group [25]. The coda errors in
the second syllable for both CSE and NZESE groups
were the same, related to the deletion or insertion of
/n/ and /N/. One possible explanation of this finding
is that the SE algorithms tend to manipulate the
noisy signal in a way that the nasal consonants sound
similar to noise. The high occurrence of /N/ may be
due to the fact that many double-syllable keywords
in the corpus are gerund, e.g. “playing”.

4. CONCLUSION

This study analysed the phonetic errors from
three groups of results from listening tests that
evaluated the intelligibility of speech: native
Mandarin listeners’ responses to clean NZE speech
(Cclean group), native Mandarin (CSE group) and
English listeners’ (NZESE group) responses to
enhanced NZE speech. The errors between different
algorithms showed little difference, indicating that
the existing SE algorithms did not improve the
speech intelligibility of either native English or
native Mandarin listeners at phonetic level. The
result showed that the NZESE group had much
fewer errors than the CSE group for all phonetic
components. Compared to the Cclean group, the CSE
group tended to have much more deletion errors for
onset, and deletion and insertion errors for coda.
Such error patterns in the onset and coda were also
similar for the NZESE group.

The main limitation of this study is that the
corpus is not designed for phonetic analysis.
Since meaningful sentences were used in the test,
participants with higher language proficiency would
have been able to use semantic cues to guess the
correct keywords. This top-down effect should have
been considerably reduced as most of the keywords
in a sentence had multiple possible substitutions.
The meaningful sentences also lead to the test
containing unbalance phones, resulting in a less
comprehensive analysis for each phoneme. Also,
part of the manual marking involved guessing the
response, hence, the result may not fully reflect the
participants’ perception. Further experiments with a
corpus that is designed for phonetic analysis would
be recommended.
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